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Customer decision-making processes and motives 
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hospitality environments 
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Abstract: The contemporary hospitality service industry is changing with the 
introduction of new self-service technologies (SSTs) and their rapid adoption 
by customers. Examples of SSTs include hotel reservation websites, self  
check-in kiosks and mobile telephone service applications. The introduction of 
these electronic channels for communication with customers offers further 
opportunities for customer relationship management if customers choose to 
interact with them. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to understand the 
customer decision-making processes and underlying motivations for SST usage 
in multi-channel hospitality service environments. The data collection method 
employed was short qualitative interviews with 133 passengers at the departure 
area of an international airport. The findings contribute to an understanding of 
how and why customers use SSTs, which is critical from an eCRM perspective, 
in that many sectors of the hospitality industry may encourage or indeed require 
customers to use SSTs. As a result, this element of chosen/forced usage may 
have a huge impact on the user-company relationship. 

Keywords: self-service technologies; SSTs; hospitality customer behaviour; 
customer management; multi-channel services; services marketing. 
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1 Introduction 

The advance of information technology in the past decade has leveraged the vast 
implementation of self-service technologies (SSTs) in the broader hospitality service 
industry (Castro et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2012). The development of various SST options 
have enriched the company portfolio of service delivery channels; thus, offering 
opportunities for cheaper and more efficient service provision and more satisfied 
customers (Meuter et al., 2000). However, customer behaviour towards SSTs has been 
predominantly researched in terms of the factors that affect consumers in their usage or 
intentions to use SSTs (Gelderman et al., 2011; Lin and Hsieh, 2007). A major 
shortcoming of SST adoption factor research, from the perspective of the customer, is the 
assumption that once SSTs are used by customers, they will then proceed to use them 
regularly on all occasions thereafter (Wang et al., 2012). In fact, a customers’ attitude 
towards a given SST, may be a good predictor of SST usage intentions, but it may also be 
mediated by situational factors which may affect the actual usage behaviour (Wang et al., 
2012). Therefore, whilst other studies to date have tended to focus on the factors affecting 
SST adoption by customers, this paper explores a different avenue by examining 
customer decision-making processes and motivations for SST usage in multi-channel 
hospitality service environments. An understanding of how and why customers use SSTs 
is critical from an eCRM perspective, in that many sectors of the hospitality industry may 
encourage or indeed require customers to use SSTs. As a result, this element of 
chosen/forced usage may have huge impact on the user-company relationship. 

This paper commences by offering a review of the extant research into customer 
behaviour towards SSTs and customer choice of channels in multi-channel services. The 
research methodology section explains how the data was collected and analysed, 
followed by presentation of the findings with supporting illustrative quotes from the data. 
The discussion section locates and compares the findings from this study within the 
current body of research on customer decision-making and motivations for SST usage. 
The paper concludes with the limitations of this study and the suggestions for further 
research. 

2 Research into factors affecting SST adoption 

SSTs are attracting research attention in services marketing and management, because 
when they are implemented successfully, they have proven to offer efficient and effective 
service standards, often without any traditional employee involvement (Curran and 
Meuter, 2005). The tourism and hospitality industry has been transformed by 
technologies enabling consumers to search, customise and purchase services online 
(Buhalis and Law, 2008). Onsite SSTs, such as ticketing kiosks, self check-in facilities 
and interactive travel attraction guides, have contributed to higher quality, faster and 
cheaper services at lower operational costs (Egger and Buhalis, 2008). 
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The need to understand consumer decisions regarding SSTs have justified the 
research attention into the factors affecting consumer adoption of SSTs (Curran and 
Meuter, 2005; Gelderman et al., 2011). A review conducted by the authors of 
publications relating to SST adoption from the past ten years identified over 60 
publications in peer reviewed journals. This review produced a number of SST adoption 
factors that were researched in various contexts for different SST types. These factors 
range from user characteristics and attitudes (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002; Gelderman 
et al., 2011; Lin and Chang, 2011; Meuter et al., 2005; Walker and Johnson, 2006), 
consumer demographics (Dean, 2008; Lee et al., 2010; Nilsson, 2007), technology 
attributes (Meuter et al., 2005) to situational factors (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002; 
Gelderman et al., 2011; Simon and Usunier, 2007; Wang et al., 2012). Seven of the most 
often researched SST adoption factors in the literature include demographic variables 
(e.g., age, gender, income and education), trust, perceived risk, perceived ease of use, 
perceived usefulness, technology readiness and preference for personal contact (Kelly  
et al., 2011). 

Baron et al. (2006) and Gelderman et al. (2011) suggest that the widely popular 
empirical testing of factors predicting the adoption of technology by consumers is 
reaching saturation. There is a need to explore how consumers use the technology that 
they have adopted and to understand the nuances of consumer behaviour which are 
difficult to capture with standard questionnaires (Baron et al., 2006; Lin and Chang, 
2011). Furthermore, Wang et al. (2012) suggest that SST research has predominantly 
studied the adoption of SST interfaces in isolation from contextual factors such as the 
other available channels to obtain the particular service. While SST adoption research 
provides a base for explaining customer reasons and factors for SST trial, it does not 
account for the fact that SST adoption may not mean that those customers will prefer the 
SST option on all occasions (Wang et al., 2012). The optimal service situation would be 
to have a number of service delivery channels from which the customer may choose, but 
the problem is that maintaining too many channels may affect the profits of the company 
and the consistency of service quality across channels (Bergman and Thelen, 2004). The 
purpose of SST adoption factor research is to understand how customers can be 
converted to use the SST option, but full SST service is still unthinkable for most 
contemporary service companies (Reinders et al., 2008). Therefore, Reinders et al. (2008) 
suggest as an avenue for further research, the exploration of what is the optimal level of 
SST provision and the extent to which companies should avoid imposing more SST 
options on their customers. The contemporary hospitality service landscape is 
characterised by various SST options alongside the more traditional personal options 
(Kim et al., 2012). This mixture of service delivery channels characteristic of the 
hospitality industry makes it an ideal context for studying how customers use SSTs in a 
multi-channel, multi-provider service environment. 

3 SSTs in multi-channel service environments 

Multi-channel service environments are characterised by the provision to customers of 
more than one service delivery channel, i.e., personal service, telephone channel, 
company website and onsite kiosks (Neslin and Schankar, 2009). SST options are often 
part of multi-channel service environments, although SST research has predominantly 
studied specific SSTs in isolation (Wang et al., 2012). Wallace et al. (2004) differentiate 
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between two types of multi-channel environments, i.e., channel mix and channel 
integration. 

Channel mix means the offering of a number of personal or SST options of access to 
the service (Wallace et al., 2004). For example, an airline may offer its passengers to 
check-in online, via a smart phone, at a check-in kiosk or at the personal check-in desk. 
Those channels offer the same incremental service, so the customer needs to select the 
optimal channel among the offered options. If one channel outperforms the others, there 
may be a case of channel cannibalisation or substitution (Van Birgelen et al., 2006). This 
rivalry between channels is confirmed by Curran et al. (2003), who found that an 
unfavourable attitude towards the personal service option leads to a more favourable 
attitude towards the SST option and vice versa. Similarly, Van Birgelen et al. (2006) 
found that for routine banking services, when two channels deliver the same service, one 
may substitute the other, i.e., a well performing ATM or online banking may substitute 
for the personal service. In this situation, the satisfaction with the SST option weakened 
the effect of satisfaction with the personal option on behavioural intentions  
(Van Birgelen et al., 2006). 

The strategy of channel integration (Wallace et al., 2004) captures the provision of 
complementing service options throughout the service delivery. In this way, each channel 
offers added benefits, or eliminates the disadvantages of other company channels 
(Wallace et al., 2004). For example, a retail customer may search for a product online, 
order it in store from a kiosk and have it delivered to their home, or they may check stock 
online, pay online and collect in store if they prefer to try it on (Bergman and Thelen, 
2004). In this situation, a company needs to achieve consistency in price and promotion 
across channels and maintain an integrated database (Bergman and Thelen, 2004). 
Companies may find investing in multi-channel optimisation profitable, as Neslin and 
Shankar (2009) found that multi-channel retail customers displayed higher levels of 
satisfaction and customer value. In the case of complementarity between channels, the 
satisfaction with the personal service strengthens the satisfaction with the SSTs and vice 
versa (Van Birgelen et al., 2006). 

Multi-channel research has studied some aspects of customer behaviour in those 
environments. For example, the customer channel preference may depend on situational 
factors (Wang et al., 2012), or customer goals (Chatterjee, 2007) and motivations 
(Schroeder and Zaharia, 2008). The customer choice between on-site check-in kiosk at an 
airport or personal check-in desk may depend on situational factors, such as length of 
queue, perceived task complexity, other accompanying customers, or previous experience 
with the service (Wang et al., 2012). However, those situational influences may not be 
applicable to the internet and telephone SST option, which presents a research gap (Wang 
et al., 2012). The customer motives for channel usage of an integrated multi-channel 
retailer are researched by Schroeder and Zaharia (2008). The findings suggest that 
exclusive store users satisfy social needs, whereas online and catalogue users strive for 
independence and convenience, whilst customers who combine online information with 
purchase at the store, seek independence and risk reduction (Schroeder and Zaharia, 
2008). As a limitation of the study, Schroeder and Zaharia (2008) suggest the fact that the 
multi-channel retailer was a well established, trusted national retailer, employing an 
integrated channel strategy, may have played a part in the customer decision. Therefore, 
future research may explore customer motives in other types of multi-channel 
environments, for example, motives such as seeking the lowest price or better deals were 
not explored in Schroeder and Zaharia’s (2008) research. 
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The desire to understand what drives customer usage of SSTs has initiated some 
limited research into the reasons for customer engagement. The reasons for customer 
usage of SSTs include cost savings (Meuter et al., 2003), convenience (Dabholkar et al., 
2003; Liljander et al., 2006; Meuter et al., 2003), habit (Liljander et al., 2006), control 
and independence (Dabholkar et al., 2003; Liljander et al., 2006; Meuter et al., 2003) and 
the lack of other options (Meuter et al., 2003). Using SSTs can also provide some 
consumers with intrinsic benefits, such as feelings of independence and enjoyment 
(Dabholkar et al., 2003; Meuter et al., 2003). Some consumers even admitted using SSTs 
in order to avoid the personal contact with service employees (Dabholkar et al., 2003). 
Some of those identified reasons represent motives such as convenience, independence 
and cost savings, while habit and lack of other service delivery options may be regarded 
as conditions rather than motivations. 

Customers may also avoid SSTs under the influence of certain de-motivations and 
service situations. The SST will be abandoned if consumers experience failure due to 
technology breakdown or customer mistake (Meuter et al., 2000). Some consumers may 
feel anxiety when using SSTs (Lee et al., 2010; Meuter et al., 2003) because they are 
intimidated by the complexity of the technology interface (Meuter et al., 2000), or they 
risk embarrassment if they cannot operate it successfully (Forbes, 2008). SSTs may be 
viewed as an inconvenience when perceived as arduous to operate or learn (Liljander  
et al., 2006). SSTs also require higher levels of consumer participation and responsibility, 
so they are perceived as riskier than personal services (Lee and Allaway, 2002). Even 
people who have favourable attitudes towards technology may avoid SSTs because they 
cannot replace the personal interaction (Dabholkar et al., 2003; Lee and Allaway, 2002), 
or they require a radical change in their consumer behaviour (Curran and Meuter, 2007). 

The methodology employed by Dabholkar et al. (2003), Liljander et al. (2006) and 
Meuter et al. (2003) involved the inclusion of an open question in a questionnaire asking 
customers to state why they would use an SST. Questioning customers why they may act 
as they do may not produce a very deep understanding of their motivation (Thompson  
et al., 1989). Asking ‘why’ questions introduce abstract thinking on the part of the 
participant, putting them in the role of ‘experts’ on their motivation (Thompson et al., 
1989). In contrast, if the researcher asks the participant to elaborate and reflect on an 
experience, this may yield a deeper understanding of what is really going on (Thompson 
et al., 1989). Such an exploration and probing of customer motivations for SST usage has 
been identified as a research gap by Etgar (2008). 

Most research in multi-channel services is in the retail and banking sector, and often 
includes the multiple channels of a single retailer (e.g., Schroeder and Zaharia, 2008; 
Wallace et al., 2004) or bank (e.g., Hsieh et al., 2012; Van Birgelen et al., 2006). 
Customer motives for channel preferences still need to be researched for other  
multi-channel situations, such as when price and selection differ across channels 
(Schroeder and Zaharia, 2008) or when multiple channels and multiple retailers are 
available to the customer (Neslin and Shankar, 2009). Since multi-channel research has 
predominantly studied the multiple channels of one company, there is a necessity to 
understand the effect of both multi-channel and multi-company environments on 
customer behaviour (Larivière et al., 2011; Neslin and Shankar, 2009). The question is do 
customers choose channels or firms first? (Neslin and Shankar, 2009). There are still a 
number of gaps in the multi-channel literature regarding customer behaviour (Dholakia  
et al., 2010). Bergman and Thelen (2004) suggest that little is known about how failure in 
one channel affects the usage of other channels or abandoning the firm. 
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Other important questions for multi-channel research are suggested by Neslin and 
Shankar (2009), including what are the best criteria for multi-channel customer 
segmentation, and the issue of ‘right-channelling’ customers, i.e., encouraging or forcing 
them to interact with certain channels. In an SST context, the phenomenon of leaving 
customers only with an SST option is termed ‘forced usage’ by Reinders et al. (2008, 
p.107). Their quantitative research in a rail ticket purchasing context found that providing 
customers with only an SST option may lead to negative attitudes towards the SST and 
the service company. Those negative attitudes were the reason for higher switching 
intentions and negative word-of-mouth (Reinders et al., 2008). Therefore, should channel 
choice be left to self-selection, or encouraged through incentives (Neslin and Shankar, 
2009)? Overall, there appear to be numerous gaps regarding the customer behaviour and 
decision making in multi-channel environments. The understanding of customer 
behaviour in multi-channel services may be guided by considering the interplay between 
channel dimensions, customer differences, nature of the encounter and marketer 
interventions (Dholakia et al., 2010). 

The above discussion may suggest the integration of SST research as part of the 
multi-channel strand of services research. Therefore, this paper aims to contribute to both 
SST and multi-channel research by exploring the customer decision-making process and 
underlying motivations for SST usage in multi-channel, multi-company hospitality 
environments. The implications from this research would aid hospitality service 
companies in maintaining better relationships with their customers by providing the most 
efficient service delivery channels for their customers’ needs. 

4 Research methodology 

This study of customer decision-making processes and motivations for SST usage in 
multi-channel service environments was part of a larger research project into customer 
usage of SSTs. The dearth of research on actual customer usage behaviours during SST 
encounters (Wang et al., 2012) and the numerous calls for qualitative research (Baron  
et al., 2006; Lin and Chang, 2011) justified the employment of short qualitative 
interviews as a data collection method (Carson et al., 2001). Specifically, the primary 
data collection for this study involved short, semi-structured interviews with 133 airline 
passengers in the departure lounge of an international airport. The use of a short 
interview technique had been successfully used elsewhere by Wang et al. (2012) who 
employed short semi-structured interviews of 10–15 minutes at supermarket check-outs, 
with a view to exploring situational influences for customer choice of personal versus 
self-service check-out. 

The short interview format was designed to focus on the usage experiences, 
reflections and contextual details, from the point of view of 133 passengers who were in a 
position to discuss their SST usage in the hospitality and tourism sectors. Specifically, the 
objective of this stage of the research was to explore customer motivations and their 
decision-making processes with regard to SST usage. With a view to avoiding any 
preconceptions, the research included a broad convenience sample in terms of ages, 
gender and education. The average length of an interview was 5–10 minutes, this being a 
feature of the dynamic nature of the airport environment. The participants were asked to 
reflect on their general SST usage, and were encouraged to discuss examples, or 
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particularly memorable experiences (positive or negative) with an SST. The demographic 
characteristics of the convenience sample interviewed are presented in Appendix. 

The interviews were transcribed and analysed using an interpretive method of data 
analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994). This method of data analysis is not seeking to 
uncover laws of causality, but rather to capture the essence of a participant’s account and 
to understand the meaning of actions (Goulding, 2005). Kim et al. (2012) included in 
their research of hospitality SSTs, a wide range of interfaces including ATMs, interactive 
voice response, online flight check-in, order kiosks, pay-at-the-pump, internet self-help 
and online bookings. This wide range of SSTs, which may be used in a hospitality 
context, justified the inclusion of customer SST experiences and did not narrowly refer 
just to hotel or restaurant environments. Furthermore, Slattery (2002) encourages a 
definition of the hospitality industry to include other contexts where hospitality may be 
part of the service provision, such as airports, airplanes, bus stations, ferries, trains, 
casinos, tourist attractions, theatres, cinemas, education, health clubs and work places. 
The analysis was aided by the qualitative data analysis software NVivo 9. The following 
section will present the findings regarding customer decision-making processes and 
motivations for SST usage in multi-channel environments. 
Table 1 Decision-making processes and underlying motives for SST usage/avoidance of  

SST usage 

Use the SST option Avoid the SST option 

1 Use SSTs when they save time/ provide 
access 

1 Resort to personal channel when the SST 
option fails 

2 SST option is the only channel of service 
delivery provided, and the customer has no 
choice but to use it 

2 Avoid SST if it fails often, or is 
inefficient, and personal assistance is 
required 

3 Tech-proficient customers may prefer the 
SST option 

3 Avoid SSTs when the personal contact 
with an employee is viewed as part of the 
experience 

4 Use the SST when the personal option does 
not fulfil the customer’s goals 

4 The SST option may be undesirable in 
situations when access to needed 
equipment is hard 

5 Use the SST with a ‘low price’ motive 5 Avoid the SST when there is risk or 
responsibility 

6 Use the SST channel with trusted companies 
7 Combine the benefits of various company 

channels 
8 Use SSTs when privacy of purchase is desired
9 Use SSTs when they provide more 

independence for the customer 
10 SST usage has become a habit 
11 Payment option availability determines SST 

channel/company choice 

6 Avoid the SST when in a group 

Source: The Authors 
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5 Findings 

When reflecting on their usage of SSTs, customers often discussed the other options 
available to them and their decision making processes and motives for SST usage. 
Distinctive elements of the decision-making processes will be examined below in turn, 
supported by selected illustrative quotes from the data. The presented quotes are labelled 
with unique codes that correspond to interview participants. The codes appear after each 
quote in the following way: (Int.50.M). This identifies interviewee number 50 who was a 
male participant. Each decision-making element is discussed in light of the service 
context conditions and customer reflections. The following findings examine customer 
decision-making processes and motives for SST usage. These elements are summarised 
in Table 1. 

5.1 Use SSTs when they save time/provide access 

The most frequently provided motive from the participants in this research for engaging 
with SSTs was that they provided them with convenience in terms of extended access to 
services and less time wasted to complete the service. The following quote illustrates the 
convenience motive of better access to the service which the SST provides: 

“It is convenient. I have used it before, I am OK with booking tickets and 
things like that. But, ahm, it was convenient, especially when we don’t live in 
the city, ahm, travel agents aren’t around; it is very handy.” (Int.48.M) 

When at the service location, customers may employ a similar strategy of opting for the 
SST because it reduces the time for service delivery in comparison to other company 
channels: 

“I mean, normally I would use self check-in, so, I check-in online. I prefer to 
check-in online, so I don’t have to queue in lines, the less queuing I can do, the 
better. So, if that means automated services, then great. I much prefer that. The 
same for hotel bookings and stuff like that, I would do all that online.” 
(Int.51.M) 

5.2 SST option is the only channel of service delivery provided, and the 
customer has no choice but to use it 

At other times, customer’s decision-making vis-a-vis SSTs may be a feature of forced 
usage when only an SST option is available. For example, the following excerpt from a 
female participant’s interview illustrates the situation when only an SST option is 
available, accompanied by the customer motivation of using SSTs to obtain quicker 
service: 

“At [airport X], now at the moment, to check into your flight there is just 
scanning. You just scan your bar code of your itinerary and they just let you 
through the barrier, so that is much quicker. You don’t have to go through and 
queue up and talk to someone. It is all self-service, put the bar code and go 
through, which is much quicker and much more efficient, I thought.” (Int.1.F) 

Alternatively, forced SST usage may be accompanied by a customer preference for 
personal contact during service delivery. The interview excerpt below discusses airport 
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check-in, following a remark from the participant that she would rather speak to a person 
at the check-in desk: 

Interviewer: And is there always that opportunity to go and do it [check-in] at 
the counter? 

Participant: Not when I did domestic travel at home. They said we had to use 
the kiosk. International, like I said, I couldn’t do it beforehand. We had to use 
the counter. And really, I like talking to a person. 

Interviewer: You said you had to use the kiosk. How do you feel about the 
company that makes you do that? 

Participant: Hmm...I suppose if I found one that didn’t, I would use someone 
else. [laughter] (Int.9.F) 

5.3 Tech-proficient customers may prefer the SST option 

Some tech-proficient customers indicated that they prefer the SST option in general for 
any service, and they would be inclined to use it if it can provide them with the needed 
service. This was partly motivated by the internal understanding and enjoyment that these 
customers find in using technology. The following interview quotes illustrate this type of 
customer decision-making process provided that the needed service is available via an 
SST: 

“I have my smart phone every day, my Kindle most days. I work in IT so two 
or three different computers every day. And basically, we do pretty much 
everything through the internet. If we are looking for tickets for a show, or 
tickets for transport, or whatever it is. Our usual position is just to search the 
internet and see what we can find before we try anything else.” (Int.4.F) 

“Ahm, for my family holiday coming up, I go on 2nd of September with my 
mum and my dad and my sisters and my nephew. And I booked everything, all 
online. I searched for all the flights, I searched for all the hotels to try and find 
the best price, the best times. I am a bit of a geek [laughter].” (Int.117.F) 

5.4 Use the SST when the personal option does not fulfil the customer’s goals 

When the personal option does not really provide the sought experience, some customers 
preferred to use the SST option where available. The quote below illustrates the situation 
when for routine service operations the personal element becomes undesirable as 
employees are viewed by some customers to be performing machine-like service. This 
participant’s desire for social interaction is not met; therefore, he prefers to deal with the 
machine as a form of protest: 

“Well, it is just sometimes nice not having to talk with a personal teller. Just 
someone there, they are just shifting the stuff and are bored. It is just sometimes 
nicer to work with a machine, because you don’t have to get any of that 
feedback from them, from the machine.” (Int.7.M) 

If a customer’s goal is to get a fast service, but the personal element actually slows the 
service down, they are motivated to engage with an SST: 

“The one downfall, I think, they have is to put your bags and get them onto a 
plane. You do have to have human interaction. And I think, there is a delay in 
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getting your tickets and then getting your bags on board only because of that 
human interaction.” (Int.92.F) 

5.5 Use the SST with a ‘low price’ motive 

Financial motives may affect the customer decision-making process in multi-channel 
environments. The following quote illustrates the strategy of opting for the SST when 
there is a financial incentive to do so: 

“We were in Spain last year for the first time. We went with a package 
company. And we didn’t book, ahm, we went through a travel agency and 
found that it costs maybe 5 or 6 hundred Euro more than if we did it ourselves. 
So, we went back to doing it ourselves.” (Int.23.M) 

Sometimes the low price motive to engage with an SST may be triggered by a financial 
incentive promoted by the service company. The following quote illustrates how a 
customer started paying his bills online to avoid banking service charges: 

“Ahm, just the mobile, mobile phone top-up. Really, I only started doing that 
automatically because the [bank X] bank, if you do transactions, you don’t pay 
service charges. So, to avoid the service charges, I have started doing that and I 
find it convenient enough to do that.” (Int.7.M) 

5.6 Use the SST channel with trusted companies 

Another strategy, which some customers employed, was to use the SST channels of 
trusted companies only. This strategy was invoked by the online security and privacy 
concerns of those customers and the motivation to avoid any financial losses. For 
example: 

Participant: I have no problem paying [airline company X] or any of those 
people when I am buying my ticket, just giving my credit card number and it 
goes through, and that’s it. 

Interviewer: But you know those. Yes? Is that what you mean? 

Participant: Yes, yes. That’s right! I would be a bit worried about dealing with 
people that I don’t know. (Int.8.M) 

5.7 Combine the benefits of various company channels 

SSTs could also be used in combination with other company channels. The channels of 
this company may not always be ‘integrated’, i.e., providing the same price and selection 
across all channels. When customers may capitalise on the differences in offerings across 
the company channels, they tailor-make their usage approach to maximise the customer 
benefits and optimise the service outcome. For example, the following excerpt illustrates 
how the knowledge that a better deal may be available over the phone affects this 
participant’s decision to use the SST: 

“I find, ahm, online technology helpful if you are trying to investigate a 
holiday. You can quickly check and see what is possible and what’s not 
possible. Ahm, you can save time compared to calling somebody, for example. 
So yeah, in that case it is quite handy. But again, if I come to book a holiday, I 
don’t book it online. I would select the holiday I like, make sure it is available, 
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then I will ring the company and then I will also try to get a better deal. Which, 
invariably, you can.” (Int.47.M) 

5.8 Use SSTs when privacy of purchase is desired 

The desire to be private about ones purchases was another motivation which justified the 
customer strategy to seek SSTs in such situations. Items of clothing or travel bookings 
were among the preferred purchases to be kept private. The following example from a 
shopping context illustrates the strategy of using SSTs in order to maintain privacy: 

“A lot of the people like to be private about the stuff they get, don’t they? I 
suppose. I can’t think of anything in particular now, but...Even, I suppose, 
clothes...I buy clothes over in America and get them shipped over. I buy them 
in bulk from [retailer X] and that kind of thing. When you are clothes shopping, 
you don’t like people staring at you and making you feel uncomfortable, that 
kind of thing. That’s one thing I wouldn’t mind.” (Int.14.M) 

5.9 Use SSTs when they provide more independence for the customer 

The SST option may be regarded as providing more independence for the customer in 
situations when it empowers them to make an independent choice. The underlying 
motivation for seeking independence is to avoid the financial risk of not obtaining the 
best deal out there. Furthermore, independence seeking SST customers implied that they 
possess the needed skill and experience to achieve their goals. For example, below are the 
comments of a female participant on using online travel booking websites: 

“You feel more self-reliant too [booking online], because with a travel agent 
they might be asked to push a certain hotel or chain, or push a certain airline 
and so this way you can figure out yourself what is the best deal.” (Int.31.F) 

5.10 SST usage has become a habit 

Another strategy for SST usage is to prefer it because it is the familiar option and it 
requires less effort for the customer. Using an SST option may have even become an 
automatic choice for some customers. For example: 

“I guess, because I have done it several times now for trips and so I’ve just 
come to know that that’s what you do. You do it on your own, you book 
everything yourself and you just don’t bother with travel agents that much 
anymore.” (Int.39.F) 

Another similar illustration of the habitual usage of SSTs is evident in the following 
interview quote: 

“I started off using [airline X] and this made it a habit. And now I do it always 
that way. Now I booked with [airline Y] because I made the habit to use it with 
[airline X], I made it a habit for every airplane. If I was booking a flight to 
America now, I would do that on the internet. I wouldn’t go to the travel 
agent’s.” (Int.38.M) 
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5.11 Payment option availability determines SST channel/company choice 

Sometimes the payment options on a company’s website may be limited and this could be 
the reason for choosing an intermediary online retailer for the transaction. The following 
excerpt is from a participant who had problems getting his credit card accepted when 
purchasing airline tickets: 

“And the strange thing is often if you go directly to the airplane websites they 
cannot accept your credit card but if you go through a search engine, like 
[company X], they can. It is all to do with credit card requirements.” (Int.5.M) 

Having examined the decision-making processes and motives for SST usage, the 
following findings relate to customer avoidance of SST options. 

5.12 Resort to personal channel when the SST option fails 

Some customers, whose initial intention was to use the SST, subsequently resorted to the 
personal option, because the SST failed and could not provide the service. The following 
quote illustrates this service situation and the customer’s anger that they had to incur 
extra costs to use the personal channel: 

“We are always trying to book our flights online these days, rather than use 
travel agents. It is always cheaper, but too often the website will crash on us. 
When we were recently booking some holiday flights, we found that we 
couldn’t get our credit cards to be accepted. Subsequently, had to ring up over 
the phone, obviously, that costs money and time and then they charge you a 
booking fee over the telephone. We were a little bit [annoyed] why we were 
paying additional costs when their website wasn’t adequate to handle it.” 
(Int.5.M) 

Another participant reflected on his decision-making regarding air travel check-in, and 
the order of his preferred channels: 

“I suppose, my first choice would be online check-in because you can do that 
from home the day before. If that’s not available, I would try and check-in with 
a kiosk at the airport if that’s available. And if all else fails, I will go up to a 
desk and check-in the old-fashioned way [laughter].” (Int.106.M) 

5.13 Avoid SST if it fails often, or is inefficient, and personal assistance is 
required 

At times, the SST may not provide the required service in an efficient manner, thus 
making itself redundant from a customer perspective. Therefore, if customers were not 
able to deliver the entire service when using the SST option, they may decide to abandon 
it. For example: 

“Ahm, insurances and things like that online, I find really boring. Really 
tedious, because it gets too long, too many questions and at the end of it you 
normally have to make a phone call to verify everything and check if you can 
get a better deal. So, that’s one thing what I don’t like.” (Int.47.M) 

Similar views are expressed by another participant regarding supermarket self-service 
check-outs: 
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“I never can get them working [self-service check-outs in supermarkets], like. 
You always have to get assistance with them. They are a good idea, it speeds 
up the whole [process]...like some people use them all the time. I personally, if 
there are cashiers there, I would use them.” (Int.14.M) 

5.14 Avoid SSTs when the personal contact with an employee is viewed as part 
of the experience 

SST options may be avoided by customers who believe that in certain service situations, 
the personal touch is part of the experience. The motivation behind SST avoidance 
appeared to be the desire for social contact and memorable experiences. For example, 
shops and hotels were suggested as service contexts where the following participant 
demanded personal contact with an employee: 

“Personally, I don’t like self-service in shops anywhere. I actually like one-to-
one contact with a person. I don’t like it [self-service]. For certain things, it 
speeds you up, it makes life easier, but there are other times, I would hate it in a 
hotel. In certain instances, in shops and in hotels, personal service adds that 
extra...it is part of it.” (Int.15.F) 

5.15 The SST option may be undesirable in situations when access to needed 
equipment is hard 

Even if customers may prefer the SST option in general, they may evaluate it as 
inconvenient and try to avoid it in situations when for some reason access to the needed 
technological equipment may be impeded. For example: 

“I am a pretty regular flier and I do use [airline X] from time to time, so I am 
ready for that. But once, it caught me again last year. I got delayed by an extra 
day in Bristol airport and I had to rebook a ticket, and of course, I didn’t have 
access to my laptop, printer and all the rest of it. So, that was a bit more 
awkward to find a place which will let me email them my ticket and get them to 
let me print off my booking voucher and then go check-in again.” (Int.21.M) 

5.16 Avoid the SST when there is risk or responsibility 

The strategy of avoiding the SST option for bigger travel purchases may be justified by 
the perceived chance of error, which the customer seeks to avoid. Ultimately the 
customer’s motive for avoiding the SST option is the desire to minimise financial risk. 
For example: 

“Now we did go on a honeymoon at Christmas, so we did book it through 
travel agents just for the fact we didn’t want to lose any portion of going 
anywhere… we booked big flights. We were in Australia for, I suppose, about 
two months, so we did book those through travel agents. I’d say more short-
haul flights, you would just book yourself. Definitely if I am going somewhere 
for a long time, and you just want to have the back up there if something goes 
wrong.” (Int.116.F) 

“I booked the flight through a travel agent because after the volcano in Iceland, 
there is no come back if you do it yourself. So, we changed back to the travel 
agent. Before that, we used to do it ourselves.” (Int.49.M) 
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5.17 Avoid the SST when in a group 

Customers may sometimes opt for personal service if they are travelling in a group. They 
may comply with the group decision because someone else is in charge, or to avoid 
negotiations. For example: 

Participant: I wanted to use the kiosk when we checked-in, but my parents 
refused to use it. They don’t understand it as well as we do. So, it’s, I guess, 
harder for them. They don’t like to use it as much. It comes easily to me, I 
don’t know. It makes things faster for me, but they don’t like using it. 

Interviewer: So, you just didn’t use them because they didn’t want to...? 

Participant: They didn’t use them and she [mother] has the passports, she is in 
charge. [laughter] (Int.65.F) 

6 Discussion 

The objective of this research was to explore the customer decision-making processes and 
underlying motivations for SST usage in mult-ichannel, multi-company hospitality 
environments. The findings of this research contribute towards an understanding of 
customer behaviour in multi-channel services and have implications for customer 
relationship building in electronic service channels. Customer decisions to engage with 
an SST option were examined in a particular service context and clarified by participants’ 
reflections on their choices. 

On the occasions when customers used the SST options, their motivations and goals 
included gaining access to a service, saving time and money, avoiding financial risk, 
independence, privacy of purchase, trust in the service company, enjoyment and utilising 
less effort. Some of these motives have been identified elsewhere in the SST literature, 
i.e. save time and money, better access (Dabholkar et al., 2003; Meuter et al., 2000) and 
multi-channel research, i.e., independence and convenience (Schroeder and Zaharia, 
2008). The contribution of this paper is to clarify the service conditions under which 
those motives influence the decision-making for customer engagement with SSTs in the 
contemporary hospitality industry. For example, some SST users may experience an 
internal enjoyment from the technology-human interaction (Dabholkar et al., 2003), 
provided that those customers are generally highly tech-proficient and the SST is 
preferably online. Furthermore, independence may act as a motivator in the sense of a 
freedom to customise the service and complete the transaction at the customer’s 
convenience (Liljander et al., 2006). Our findings suggest that for some customers, 
independence may motivate them to use SSTs because they can receive independent 
service offers, in comparison to a travel agent who may promote a certain company. The 
condition for customers to seek such independence is that they believe they know how to 
compare service offerings and fulfil their goals. The ultimate motivation of those 
customers then is the avoidance of financial risk, i.e., purchasing more expensive and less 
attractive services. Therefore, while product risk avoidance has been found to  
de-motivate customers from using electronic channels (Schroeder and Zaharia, 2008), 
this research uncovered that the desire to avoid the financial risk of purchasing a more 
expensive service, may motivate hospitality customers to actually use SSTs. 
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This paper provides evidence for the existence of other customer motivations for SST 
usage, which have not been discussed in the SST and multi-channel literature. One 
customer motive for SST usage appeared to be the desire for privacy of purchase, 
especially for personal items. At times, customers may resort to the SST option not 
because they hold a negative attitude in general towards personal service or want to avoid 
it (Curran and Meuter, 2007; Dabholkar et al., 2003), but because it does not fulfil their 
goals of genuine social interaction, or obtaining fast service. Therefore, the SST option 
may be used by some customers to protest against personal service disappointments, and 
not because of a desire to avoid personal contact. Furthermore, some customers were 
motivated to use an SST option because of their trusted relationship with the service 
provider. Insufficient trust in the service company was found to be a de-motivator for 
SST usage in Liljander et al. (2006), to which our research adds, by suggesting that 
alternatively a good trusting relationship may become a motivator for SST usage. Finally, 
some customers used the SST option to avoid extra customer effort in decision-making. 
Liljander et al. (2006) suggest that customers may avoid SSTs because they do not want 
to put the effort into learning how to operate it and changing their customer behaviour, 
for the same reason customers who have built the habit of SST usage may opt for it 
automatically. Such customers would not notice even if all other service options are 
removed because their decision-making process omits the stage of channel comparisons. 
This has important implications for companies who wish to remove large numbers of 
their customer-contact employees and to introduce more SSTs. 

In relation to understanding customer decision-making processes which lead to 
avoidance of the SST option, this paper adds to previous research by Dabholkar et al. 
(2003), Liljander et al. (2006), Meuter et al. (2000, 2003). Firstly, service failures are one 
of the biggest de-motivators for customers to continue SST usage (Meuter et al., 2000; 
Wang et al., 2012) which was further confirmed in this research. SST failures force 
customers to resort to personal or e-mail contact with the service company to receive a 
refund or obtain the service. If the SST fails often, or it does not provide for the customer 
to complete the transaction without employee assistance, such SSTs were perceived as 
redundant and were eventually avoided. The de-motivators of anxiety (Meuter et al., 
2003), embarrassment (Forbes, 2008) and the inconvenience of learning how to operate 
the SST (Liljander et al., 2006) did not appear to be very influential in this research partly 
because of the sampling criteria for participants to have some SST usage experience. The 
desire for personal contact and social interaction during services is another de-motivator 
for SST usage in general (Dabholkar et al., 2003). In the traditional hospitality context, 
SST avoidance is further strengthened by the customer perception that the personal 
element is an ingredient of the service experience. Even customers, who did not indicate 
the need for personal interaction in other service occasions, did suggest that the removal 
of personal service in hospitality environments would be unusual. Therefore, it appears 
that the image of hospitality as a people industry acts as an inhibitor in the customer 
decision to embrace more SSTs. In saying this, SSTs may be introduced for most aspects 
of the hospitality service while the personal element remains visible in those 
environments. In line with previous research (Wang et al., 2012), other people 
accompanying the customer could influence their decision-making. But while Wang et al. 
(2012) confirmed a positive influence of shopping companions on the decision of the 
customer to interact with self check-outs in supermarkets, our findings also suggest the 
possibility of a negative influence if the person in charge of the group has decided against 
SST usage. A further de-motivator for SST usage could be the limited accessibility to 
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technological equipment to use the SST option at the time. Particularly when travelling, 
customers may not have internet access, or indeed, access to computer and printer 
facilities, which could make the SST option very arduous. Finally, customers may wish to 
avoid SST usage if they feel that they are taking on extra responsibility and tasks which 
may carry financial risks to them. An example of this might be an accidental double-
booking on a hotel website. 

7 Limitations and further research 

While this research provided valuable insights into the SST user decision-making process 
and motivations, there are limitations to its scope. Firstly, the context of this study was 
the broader hospitality industry; therefore, in-depth research in a specific hospitality 
sector may provide further understanding of the presented findings. Secondly, the desire 
to capture a multitude of diverse perspectives from customers first hand justified the 
choice of an airport as a research location. A downside to this approach was the limited 
length of the interviews and respectively the depth of the discussion. Longer in-depth 
interviews could provide an opportunity to build a more complete and detailed 
description of the experienced service situations, and thus provide a better understanding 
of customer decision-making processes. Future research may apply the findings from this 
study in constructing and clarifying variables for quantitative research projects. Such 
projects may provide knowledge of the influential power of customer SST usage 
motivations in various hospitality settings. Furthermore, quantitative research may 
explore potential mediating influences of demographic variables on the power of certain 
motivations for SST usage. 
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Appendix 

Demographic characteristics of the sample 

Gender Age 
(years) Age % Education Education % Nationality Nationality % 

Male       
 69 18–24 20.29% Primary 1.45% IRL 44.93% 
 51.88% 25–34 23.19% High School 36.23% UK 20.29% 
 35–44 15.94% BA 33.33% USA 20.29% 
 45–54 17.39% MA over 28.99% FR 10.14% 
 55–64 21.74%   AUS 1.45% 
 65 over 1.45%   SP 0.00% 
     MAURITIUS 0.00% 
     GER 1.45% 
     POL 1.45% 

Male total  100.00%  100.00%  100.00% 

Female       
 64 18–24 25.00% Primary 1.56% IRL 42.19% 
 48.12% 25–34 28.13% High school 37.50% UK 21.88% 
 35–44 7.81% BA 34.38% USA 26.56% 
 45–54 17.19% MA over 26.56% FR 3.13% 
 55–64 17.19%   AUS 1.56% 
 65 over 4.69%   SP 1.56% 
     MAURITIUS 1.56% 
     GER 0.00% 
     POL 1.56% 

Female total  100.00%  100.00%  100.00% 
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